RESOLVED that shareholders of Pfizer ask the Board of Directors to commission a third-party report to shareholders, at reasonable expense and omitting confidential and proprietary information, analyzing the feasibility of promptly transferring intellectual property and technical knowledge (“know-how”) to facilitate the production of COVID-19 vaccine doses by additional qualified manufacturers located in low- and middle-income countries, as defined by the World Bank.

SUPPORTING STATEMENT

There is broad agreement that widespread vaccination is critical to achieving herd immunity and preventing the development of more transmissible and even vaccine-resistant variants. Despite that consensus, vaccine administration has been strikingly unequal. As of October 21, 2021, high-income countries have administered 134 doses per 100 residents, while low-income countries have administered only 4 doses per 100 residents. An August 2021 report estimated that vaccine inequity could cost the global economy over $2 trillion and spur “[b]outs of social unrest.”

Pfizer touts its philanthropy, including pledging to provide 40 million doses to global vaccine access initiative COVAX at a “not-for-profit” price. Many experts believe, however, that philanthropy alone cannot ensure equitable access; instead, patent-holders must transfer the intellectual property associated with their vaccines, as well as the knowledge necessary to make them, to allow manufacture in low- and middle-income countries. Pressure is intensifying on COVID-19 vaccine makers, including Pfizer, to make such transfers promptly, to address supply shortfalls. More than 140 Nobel laureates and former heads of state, 110 U.S. Representatives, the European Parliament, and hundreds of civil society groups urged President Biden to support waiving the World Trade Organization’s intellectual property rules, countering Pfizer’s assertion that intellectual property rights are not a barrier to vaccine access.

Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla argues it would take years to transfer the mRNA vaccine technology to another company. But Lonza began producing Moderna’s mRNA vaccine
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within six months after the planned technology transfer was announced.\textsuperscript{11} Suhaib Siddiqi, former Moderna director of chemistry, estimates that many modern factories should be able to start manufacturing mRNA vaccines within a few months if sufficient know-how is transferred.\textsuperscript{12} The World Health Organization’s mRNA Vaccine Technology Transfer Hub was recently established to facilitate technology transfer, prequalify potential manufacturers, and train personnel.\textsuperscript{13}

The agreement Pfizer and BioNTech entered into with Biovac in July 2021 for sterile “fill and finish” of the mRNA vaccine falls short of what’s needed to promote vaccine equity. Although doses produced under the agreement will be allocated to African countries, the arrangement does not allow Biovac to develop the expertise required to manufacture the vaccine’s active ingredient or to make other mRNA vaccines to ensure adequate supply in future pandemics.\textsuperscript{14} Similarly, because construction will not begin on BioNTech’s planned Rwandan manufacturing facility until mid-2022, and production capacity will ramp up gradually, it will not ameliorate near-term supply challenges.

\textsuperscript{11} https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2781756
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